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Maintaining focus has been a critical but challenging issue in optical microscopy, particularly for microscopic imaging systems currently used in biomedical research. During live cell imaging, environmental temperature fluctuations and other factors contribute to the unavoidable focus drift. For single molecular imaging and super resolution, focus drift can be significant even over short durations. The current commercial and experimental solutions are either optically complicated, expensive, or with limited axial resolution. Here, we present a simple autofocus solution based on low cost solid state laser and imaging sensor. By improving the optical design and using real-time data analysis, improvement in axial resolution by approximately two orders of magnitude over the focal depth of microscope objectives can be achieved. This solution has been tested for prolonged live cell imaging for fast ramping up in environmental chamber temperature and large daily swing in room temperature. In addition, this system can be used to spatial-temporally measure the surface for three-dimensional cell culture and tissue engineering, with flexibility that exceeds commercially available systems.

© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4829616]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, one of the frontiers of biomedical research is to investigate the dynamic processes of living cells such as cell growth, motion, and differentiation, which benefits from the advances in discovering and engineering of fluorescent proteins as well as the advances in fluorescence microscopy. It contributes to many recent progresses in stem cell, tissue engineering, and cancer research. Microscopic studies of this type are often used to sequentially image bright field and multiple fluorescent channels at a number of optical fields repetitively for durations up to days. These live cell microscopes usually include motorized lateral plane stage, axial objective control, filter wheels, etc., which behave predictably. However, the focus drift is unavoidable and unpredictable. This mechanical and thermal fluctuations may come from various possible sources, including non-flat surface of specimen, lateral tilted placement of stage, environmental thermal instability of microscope body, inhomogeneous heating of optical components, cell culture vessel flex, the perfusion chamber/microfluidics chip experiments with temperature fluctuation in supplied media flow, etc. Such inevitable fluctuations cause the objective to lose the selected focal plane over time. Therefore, automatic focal plane detection system, also called autofocus system, has been on many biomedical scientists’ wish list for many years.

Originally, the so-called autofocus systems are all software/image based software focusing algorithms that employ some type of “Figure of Merit” type metric. This quantified parameter generally describes the higher frequencies included in focused image than that out of focus. However, this conventional autofocusing mechanism is limited by response time and inability to determine focus in microscopy which construct clear images in a wide axial range, such as confocal and differential interference contrast microscopy. The needs to acquire multiple images could also lead to photobleaching and phototoxicity. This issue would be more severe in areas where the axial resolution is critical.

The hardware based focus drift correction systems developed by microscope manufactures utilize the red-infrared laser or light-emitting diode (LED) and complex optical detection systems to detect the axial location of a reference plane, which is usually the interface between glass and liquid where the cells residue or the air-glass interface at the bottom of the cell culture vessels. Predefined by the user is an offset between the reference plane and the axial location of desired focused image for each of the optical fields. The focus drift is mainly contributed by the relative distance between objective and reference plane, while the offset related to the fluctuation of thermal expansion of the glass thickness can be ignored. In the experiments, these focus drift correction systems repetitively find the reference plane and maintain the constant objective-to-reference plane distance through a motorized axial objective driver. Most commercial or experimentally deployed systems report repeatability of 33%-50% of the depth of field (DOF), which may not be enough for stringent application such as super resolution, single molecule imaging, and deconvolution optical sectioning.

Due to a number of shortcomings of commercial systems, a need for customized focus drift correction systems remains. For instance, for applications involving single molecular imaging and super resolution microscopy, it is important to maintain high axial resolution beyond the focal depth of the objective. Recently, alternative combinatory solutions for these super resolution imaging were proposed to precisely analyze the stack images or quadrant photodiode signals to determine the focal plane with help of submicrometer fluorescent beads conjugated to the reference interface. While
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these methods produce definitive results and high axial sensitivity, they have a number of drawbacks. First of all, the fluorescent beads conjugation is cumbersome and not suitable for most experiments, and the imaging process is also complicated and slow. Second, the focus-aid laser or LED might still interfere with highly light-sensitive species or optogenetic applications.\textsuperscript{12–14} Third, the focus drift can be used to measure three-dimensional (3D) surface that is increasingly used in cell culture and tissue engineering,\textsuperscript{15–17} which the commercial system cannot be adapted to. Finally, the commercial optical systems are complicated, difficult to manipulate, and expensive. It prohibits the adaptation by many research groups, and for converting earlier models of microscopes.

In this paper, we report a simple reflected intensity integration (RII) auxiliary autofocus system that could achieve axial resolution as high as 1/75 of the DOF of objectives with commonly used objectives for live cell imaging. The red laser used to detect focal plane can be pointed away from photosensitive sample. It is a valid low cost alternative that also provides user adjustability and directly provides the data for “off-the-label” utilization of such system, such as spatial-temporal measurement of 3D surface. It can be used to track various material interfaces (glass/plastic-polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-liquid, etc.) and use virtually any objectives, so that it can be used in regular cell culture vessels, but also in microfluidics chips and potential 3D cell culture and tissue engineering vessels.

II. THE OPTICAL DESIGN AND SETUP

In our RII system, the focus position along objective optical axis is determined by the intensity of the focus-aid laser spot reflected from one of the interfaces, typically the glass/plastic to liquid interface. It is a simple design but detailed implementation, including optical setup and data analysis results in significantly higher axial resolution than commercial systems and is easy to use. The optical setup is robust and flexible enough for the average user to achieve improved performance for specific experiments.

A. Optical setup and operation mode

The autofocus system is an add-on component for an infinity-corrected microscope. The system consists of dichroic beam splitters on a kinematic mount, a focus-aid laser, a motorized module manipulating the objective relative position, and an image sensor for analyzing the projected spot. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a near infrared fiber-coupled collimated laser (CNI, MRL III 671) was guided to an infinity-corrected optical system as the focus-aid beam. The power output was attenuated by analog modulation through a linear regulated DC power supply (Array Electronic, Array3631A) according to the intensity reflected from the reference plane; light intensity of several μW is sufficient. Consequently, the collimated laser beam was guided by the standard 50/50 (reflection/transmission) ratio dichroic beam splitter I (Chroma, 50/50 Beam Splitter) into the microscope optical train (Nikon TE2000S), and then focused onto the sample by objectives (we used Nikon Plan Apo 10× NA0.45, Plan Apo 20× NA0.75, and Plan Fluor ELWD 40× NA0.6 in this study). The reflected light was then collected by the same objective lens, through beam splitter I and II, image sensor lens, and finally casted onto the CMOS image sensor (Thorlabs, DCC1545M).

By scanning along objective optical axis, the reflected Gaussian beam spot image was stepwise accumulated by the CMOS sensor, for instance, real-time parabolic fitting. The intensity from spot image reaches a peak whenever the beam focused on the sample interface. Typical images of focused spot are shown in Figure 2. With the normal incidence (Fig. 2(a)), there are many unavoidable optical surfaces within the optical train in any microscope that could contribute to the ghost images of the laser beam onto the CMOS image sensor. Such
interference increases the intricacy of automatically identifying the intensity of true spot image. The existing camera (SBIG, ST-402ME) on the microscope side port usually employs 1-2 internal beam splitter inside the microscope, therefore the reflections of laser beam inevitably lead to slight ghost images (Fig. 2(b)). Although using existing camera would reduce ghost image, it might not be convenient for autofocus application due to the various types of camera and communication, and it cannot be entirely independent from microscope control. Fortunately, the oblique incidence with a small angle of laser beam can easily avoid the ghost image issue, while maintaining the paraxial approximation of a Gaussian beam. We could separate the true laser spot images from the ghost images through adjusting the collimator spatial position and selecting a small area of interest (AOI) for detection (Fig. 2(c)). The oblique incidence also provides a sharper slope to improve the focusing sensitivity. Another critical advantage of this approach is to avoid the focus-aid beam from directly illuminating living cells, which is critical for minimizing phototoxicity to fragile biomedical samples or avoiding interference with other optical procedures such as optogenetics.

B. Theoretical calculation

The TEM$_{00}$ fundamental mode laser beam has a Gaussian intensity profile, nevertheless real laser beam deviates from the ideal Gaussian profile which noted as “M-square” factor. The beam spherical wavefront is non-uniform distribution and changing curvature during the propagation. Therefore, the autofocus system utilizing laser as auxiliary light source could not be applied with classic geometric optics. Despite there is no analytic mathematical expression for beam output through optical fiber, it is reasonable and applicable to treat the beam intensity approximate as Gaussian distribution in both near and far field. In infinity corrected microscope optical system, the objective parfocal length is negligible compared with laser auxiliary optical train. Hence, the light propagation could be simplified by parallel laser beam incidence through a single lens.

A Gaussian beam propagating in free space follows a hyperbolic form. The minimum radius along the beam axis is noted as beam waist which is induced to describe the characteristics through an optical train. An ideal lens keeps transverse field of fundamental mode beam while changes beam waist and radius of curvature. For a thin lens, which how we treated objective, the transmitted radius of curvature satisfies geometric optics. Therefore, by using complex beam parameter we could obtain the transmission formula

$$\frac{w'_0}{w_0} = \left(1 - \frac{z}{f}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\pi w'^2_0}{\lambda f}\right)^2,$$

where $w_0$ refers to incidence beam waist and $z$ is its location from lens, $w'_0$ is transmitted beam waist, $\lambda$ represents wavelength, and $f$ is lens focal length. The optical train starts from fiber output, then the collimator which is a single lens with focal length of 10 mm. The collimated laser beam with approximately Gaussian intensity distribution passing through the objective and then focusing on the substrate reference interface, forms a tiny spot. The fiber-coupled laser with collimator enlarged beam waist for incidence laser into microscope optical train from 0.6 mm to 1.4 mm, thus increasing the Rayleigh length $Z_R = \pi w'^2_0/\lambda$ from 1.7 m to 9.5 m so as to improve the sensitivity. After passing through objective lens, the collimated laser beam leads to a smaller projection spot and shorter DOF defined as Rayleigh length, which makes axial intensity profile sharper compared to free space laser beam transmission. Within the range of objective DOF, long Rayleigh length means smaller axial variations, and lower sensitivities of focal plane detection. The comparison of transmitted beam waist and Rayleigh length between free space laser and collimated laser under different objectives is shown in Table I. There is an approximately quadratic relationship between the focal depth of laser (Rayleigh length) and the focal length of objective.

C. Robust and simplified real-time data analysis

When the reference plane lies in the perfect working distance from the objective lens, the laser spot would be in minimum size with perfect Gaussian distribution and a peak in intensity profile. For a well collimated laser beam, the minimum spot sizes on the sample and on the CMOS sensor are determined by the focal lengths of the objective and collimator lenses, as well as the numerical aperture (NA) of the optical fiber. The shape of reflected laser spot varies enormously near the focal plane, resulting in a significant change of intensity. Various peak location algorithms are robust to consistently identify the intensity peak. We chose a simple algorithm to speed up the calculation while maintaining its robustness. Specifically, we only utilize the axial intensity profile data that fall within 75% of the maximum intensity peak to fit a parabolic function to find the axial location with smallest spot size and highest intensity, which we define as the focal plane of the reflective interface. The intensity of the spot is usually computed as the sum of the intensities of an area around the spots with the pixel number determined by the optical system and detector size (Fig. 2). The performance of this system is demonstrated using a Nikon Plan Apo 20× NA0.75 objective to locate the glass-air interface of a glass slide. Twenty repetitive axial scanning are performed to estimate the resolution (Fig. 3). We use a simple curve fitting to calculate the exact axial location of laser focus for each, and the standard deviation is about 0.036 $\mu$m, including the errors contributed by the objective step motor, laser power fluctuation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Focal length (mm)</th>
<th>Free space laser $w_0$ ($\mu$m)$^a$</th>
<th>Collimated laser $Z_R$ ($\mu$m)$^b$</th>
<th>$w_0$ ($\mu$m)</th>
<th>$Z_R$ ($\mu$m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10×, NA0.45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>219.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20×, NA0.75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40×, NA0.60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ $w_0$ is transmitted beam waist.

$^b$ $Z_R$ is Rayleigh length.
(Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), 5% for this particular model), sample vibration, etc. This repeatability is less than 2% of corresponding DOF of this objective. We repeated this test using other common objectives used for live cell imaging and the repeatability range from 1.3% to 3.8% of the DOFs (Table II). Another procedure to speed up the real-time process time and alleviate the interference of ghost images is to use a small AOI to search for brightest pixels. If the area is too small, any deviation from normal incidence angle would lead to loss of spot detection, which could also come with imperfectly leveled cell culture vessel.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Robust tracking focus against various environmental fluctuations in live cell imaging experiment

The most demanding area for an autofocus system is long term live cell imaging. The sources of axial focus drift mainly comes from temperature changes: (a) during the initial ramping up of the temperature in the microscope environment chamber; (b) the environmental temperature fluctuations; (c) temporal temperature perturbation such as opening the environmental chamber doors for manipulation and perfusion of biomedical media with different temperature; and (d) experimental procedures that generate large temporal temperature swings. Additionally, the changes of cell culture surface flex over time when plastic vessels are used will also contribute to focus drift. To test our RII system against such fluctuations, we set up a test experiment using a petri dish containing distilled water, fastened to the microscope stage in an environmental chamber which seals most of the microscope. An air-circling system with electrothermal heater under control of a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temperature controller (Truelab, ZNHW-IV) was used to maintain the temperature inside the chamber (close to the petri dish) to around 37°C throughout the experiments. The objective used was Nikon Plan Apo 10× NA0.45. The initial axial position of the plastic-water interface was set at zero when the temperature reached 32°C.

The focus drift correction system was running every minute to update axial location of the interface. The experiment lasts for 40 h and the axial locations over time are plotted in Figure 4. Although the temperature stabilized at up to 37.0°C in 2 h with fluctuation within 0.1°C, the focus drift exists consecutively due to the different heat expansion of the objective and other firm parts such as the stage and inhomogeneous heating in the environment inside the chamber. It increased another 5 μm or so before being stabilized at around 10 h. Our data suggest that live cell imaging should be started at least 8 h after the apparent temperature in the environmental chamber stabilized to minimize the drift. We also opened up the door to the chamber for 10 min at around 24 h to check if it affects temporal temperature fluctuations, and found that this particular setup need 20 additional minutes to recover after closing the door (Fig. 4, zoom-in panel). The high frequent axial location fluctuations are partially caused by the 0.22 μm uncertainty with this objective and the uncertainty of the mechanical axial drive mechanisms.

B. Identifying challenging interfaces in microfluidics and traction force microscopy settings

For this class of focus tracking method, another difficult scenario is to detect the interface with minimal differences in refractive indices. Refractive indices of typical materials used in microscopy are in range 1.33 (water)-1.58 (polystyrene).
FIG. 5. The RII autofocus system detects the material interfaces with small refractive indices. From left to right, the refractive index of each medium is 1.00 for air, 1.51 for soda-lime glass, 1.42 for PDMS, and 1.33 for water. Plan Apo 10× NA0.45 is used in this experiment.

The typical air-glass/plastic interface is easy to be detected with direct reflection. We have also found the plastic/glass-water interface to be readily detected too, with index difference greater than 0.18.

There are other interfaces with predicatable difficulties. For instance, PDMS is an excellent biocompatible material widely used in microfluidics and traction force microscopy, which has a refractive index of approximately 1.42 with 671 nm wavelength. One such typical device would have the interfaces of glass-PDMS and PDMS-water with refractive index differences of 0.09. In addition, in this multi-layer structure, the refractive light was absorbed or scattered. Maintaining focus on the PDMS-water surface where cell adhered to and fluorescent beads conjugated to is critical to detect the tiny PDMS deformations caused by the cell. Together with quantitative measurement of the thickness of PDMS layer, we could quantitatively calculate the amplitude of traction force. The thickness could be different at different positions due to the viscosity and meniscus of this material during curing.

To test if our RII system can be used in this situation, we fabricated a prototype chip by spreading PDMS on chambered slide and then put the degassed PDMS prepolymer on hotplate at 80 °C for 2 h for curing. We used the RII system to scan this device in order to obtain the critical parameters and maintain the focus over time. First of all, with the laser power output lowered to 1 μW, we can still clearly detect the three interfaces simultaneously indicated by three separate peaks (Fig. 5). The interface between PDMS and water has minimal refractive index difference, and the furthest into the sample, so the peak is the weakest. Nevertheless, it can easily be detected due to the axial sensitivity peak and excellent signal-to-noise ratio of the data.

C. Measuring spatial-temporal modulation of 3D cell culture surface

In recent years, cell culture is routinely performed in 3D, such as 3D surface or 3D cell clusters in stem cell differentiation, tissue engineering, and other applications. Other than relying on confocal scanning, the existing measurement

FIG. 6. Spatial-temporal profile of a pressure-tunable microlens surface measured using the RII system. (a) Bright field image of a microlens with the path of radial scanning shown in yellow dashed line. Scale bar is 100 μm. (b) A typical radial-height profile under a pressure of 2 kPa. (c) A surface plot of the radial-height profiles with stepwise increased pressure. (d) The response curve of maximum height to pressure. Two curves represent two separate microlenses, and the error bars indicate standard error from three repeat measurements for each microlens. Plan Apo 10× NA0.45 is used in this experiment.
methods for 3D geometry are not simple enough. The RII system described above should provide a valuable alternative given it provides the detailed axial scanning at different x-y locations. In this session, we provide such a proof-of-principle study using a hydraulic tunable microlens array used to generate mechanic strains to surface adherent cells. This device is made of PDMS with a thin layer of PDMS membrane sealing an array of micro cylinders, and flow channels connecting the cylinders (Fig. 6(a)). When a positive hydraulic pressure is applied to the flow channel, the thin membrane (30 μm) on each cylinder was under equal pressure and deformed up, therefore the dome shape can be quantitatively adjusted by the pressure. In order to obtain the cross-section profile of the microlens, the previous study replicated the microlens into PDMS mold utilizing a double-molding method, which could only measure one pressure at a time, and not the same microlens and same time with cell cultured on it. We took the same microlens and performed the deformation setup through the fine tuning of the height of the water columns in the PVC tubing. At each pressure, after the pressure was stabilized, we let the focus spot run cross the entire microlens, and scan for the axial focus location at each radial location (Fig. 6(b)). The slightly asymmetry profile might be due to the imperfect alignment of the vertical channel and the round microlens. Fig. 6(c) shows a surface plot of the radial-height profiles with stepwise increased pressure. Our method directly quantified the gradual deformation of the cross-section profiles under increasing pressure and eventually reaches plateau (Fig. 6(d)).

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Previous image based or hardware based autofocus approaches require time-consuming algorithms or complicated optical controlled system, respectively. The theoretical analysis of Gaussian beam in this particular optical train casts light on a more effective and novel autofocus method. An optical fiber with matching collimator lens is chosen to collimate incident laser and limit the focusing beam spot radius, thus significantly improves the spatial sensitivity and places no restrictions on objective selections.

The RII autofocus system has been demonstrated with high axial resolution with long term stability using various objectives. The resolution reaches 36 nm with a 20× objective. This performance is not only good for live cell imaging, but also sufficient for deconvolution imaging. Due to the non-linear relation between magnification and Rayleigh length of the focused laser beam (Eq. (1)), we expect higher magnification objectives will yield significantly higher axial resolution suitable for super resolution microscopy. In addition, this system is capable to detect non-flat surface with small refractive index differences, so it could also be used to measure the contour dynamics of 3D surface such as PDMS chip or 3D cell clusters, an active research area which such quantitative measurement is lacking. The low-power laser is easy to adjust either normal of oblique incidence to avoid live specimen so that it would not induce phototoxicity or interfere with optogenetic interrogation. This simple configuration is easy to retrofit into any infinite focus microscope. It also provides low cost alternative to the advanced commercial system. In addition, we believe that our customized autofocus systems not only provide better performance in many areas but also enable additional applications.
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